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The fragmentation of silver liquid lusters deposited onto a sili on surfa e is observed after heating the lusters
to 1073 K and subsequently annealing with the exposition time 3 min. This ontradi ts ma ros opi models
of a liquid drop deposited on a surfa e if we are based on riti al parameters of bulk silver. Some versions are
analyzed that are based on luster properties and may explain the phenomenon of luster fragmentation. An
experiment is suggested for larifying the nature of the luster fragmentation phenomenon and luster riti al
phenomena.
1. INTRODUCTION

Thin lms onsisting of metal lusters deposited on
a substrate are a spe i physi al obje t [1℄ that is
importante in devi e fabri ation and some te hnologi al appli ations [2℄. Along with this, it is interesting
from the fundamental standpoint due to the measuring
te hniques that allow studying various details of this
problem. In addition, silver is used as an antiba terial
material, and therefore silver overing is used in various antiba terial appli ations [35℄. Silver produ es
the strongest a tion on ba teria when it has a porous
stru ture with stru tural elements 110 nm in size [6℄,
whi h orresponds to the size of lusters when they are
generated in a luster sour e.
Metal lusters deposited on a surfa e are the prospe tive obje ts for appli ations. Development of nanote hnology based on deposited lusters gives impetus
to reating a ne and expensive experimental setup
that in turn allows studying the properties of deposited
lusters and pro esses involving them. In other words,
ontemporary measurement tools allow studying the
known physi al phenomena involving nanosized partiles in detail. Below, we onsider the fragmentation of
deposited liquid lusters lo ated on a surfa e from this
* E-mail:
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standpoint. We are based on experimental data for this
phenomenon and are guided by simple physi al models.

2. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND RESULTS

In the experiment, we reate silver lusters in magnetron dis harge, where silver lusters are formed in an
argon ow [7, 8℄. The ow with silver lusters expands
in a va uum through an ori e 36 mm in diameter, and
then lusters, whi h are harged by a rossed ele tron
beam, pass through a mass spe tral lter onstru ted
on the basis of a quadrupole mass spe trometer [9℄. As
a result, we obtain a beam of lusters 5.6 nm in diameter (approximately 4600 atoms per silver luster), and
this beam is deposited onto the sili on surfa e with the
energy approximately given by 0.7 eV per atom. Under the used intensities of the luster beam, solid silver
lusters of the beam join into aggregates in the ourse
of atta hment to the surfa e.
These aggregates, fastened to the sili on surfa e and
onsisting of solid silver lusters, are subje ted to rapid
thermal annealing up to various temperatures in nitrogen atmosphere [10, 11℄ and to rapid thermal annealing with the exposition time 3 min in this experiment.
The stru ture of deposited silver lusters is dete ted
by a s anning ele tron mi ros ope (the operating voltage is 10 kV, the magni ation is 60000) with energy
590
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Fig. 2. The size distribution fun tion of drops for silver
deposition under the onditions in Fig. 1. The annealing temperature is 873 K (open histograms) and 1073 K
( losed histograms)

b

c
The stru ture of a lm formed by deposition
of silver lusters with a diameter about 5:6 nm onto a
sili on surfa e and subsequent rapid thermal annealing
in nitrogen atmosphere with the exposition 3 min [10℄.
The photographs are made with a s anning ele tron
mi ros ope (the operating voltage is 10 kV, the magni ation is 60000). The heating temperature is 673 (a),
873 (b), and 1073 ( ) K

Fig. 1.

dispersive X-ray analysis. In addition, in order to obtain information about the luster height, atomi for e
mi ros opy is used for the analysis of the stru ture
of deposited lusters in the tapping mode at the resonan e frequen y about 428 kHz under ambient onditions. Typi al photographs of the lms obtained after
annealing are given in Fig. 1.
The results in Fig. 1 are treated to obtain the
size distribution of aggregates and drops on the substrate surfa e [10, 11℄. A typi al size of surfa e aggregates, whi h onsist of in ident lusters, is several times
greater than the size of in ident lusters [10, 11℄. A ording to Figs. 1b and , melting of surfa e aggregates
leads to shortening of the volume o upied by silver,
i. e., the silver aggregates are porous at the beginning.
Next, the substrate (sili on) has diele tri properties.
Therefore, lusters are neutral, and be ause they are

separated from ea h other, intera tion between nearest
lusters is not essential.
In Fig. 2, guided by the phenomenon of luster fragmentation, we give the size distribution of deposited
lusters after heating up to temperatures above the
luster melting point, if deposited lusters are transformed into single drops on the substrate surfa e.
These measurements are made with a s anning ele tron
mi ros ope, and hen e the luster size in Fig. 2 is the diameter of the luster proje tion onto the substrate. As
is seen from Fig. 2, at the heating temperature 873 K,
the size distribution fun tion of deposited lusters may
be approximated by the usual Gauss distribution, while
at the heating temperature 1073 K, the size distribution
fun tion be omes bimodal. This means that luster
fragmentation orresponds to formation of small drops
in time when the deposited luster drops are at a high
temperature. We note that the total mass of small
lusters under experimental onditions is small (9 %).
In addition, luster evaporation also pro eeds at high
temperatures, and the rate of this pro ess allowed nding the atom binding energy in large liquid lusters of
silver [10℄. But the total mass of evaporation under
the experimental onditions is also small (about 3 % of
the luster mass is evaporated). Hen e, the hara ter
of fragmentation of deposited lusters an be analyzed
with the luster evaporation ignored.
A ording to the experimental results, the silver aggregates formed on the sili on surfa e as a result of the
deposition of solid silver lusters 5.6 nm in diameter
are melted at the heating temperature below 873 K (the
591
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melting point of bulk silver is 1233 K). Then, as follows
from heating to the temperature 873 K, the distribution fun tion of the drop diameters is approximated by
the Gauss distribution with the mean drop diameter
65 nm (the number of luster atoms is n  :  6 ).
Subsequent heating to 1073 K leads to a bimodal distribution fun tion. When approximated by the Gauss
distributions, the observed distribution leads to the average luster diameters 55 nm (n  :  6) and 25 nm
(n   5). In what follows, analyzing the fragmentation of a liquid luster lo ated on a surfa e, we onsider
simple models for su h a luster, whi h allows us to nd
onditions for the fragmentation phenomenon to be realized.

7 5 10

3. THERMODYNAMICS OF A FREE LIQUID
CLUSTER

We rst onsider the thermodynami s of a liquid
luster onsisting of n  atoms and lo ated in a va uum. The binding energy of atoms at zero temperature
expanded in the small parameter n 1=3 for a large luster with two expansion terms kept is given by [12, 13℄

1

Eb (n) = "0 n An2=3 ;

(3.1)

where "0 is the binding energy per atom for a ma ros opi system of bound atoms, A is the spe i surfa e
energy, related to the surfa e tension  for the orresponding liquid as [13℄
2
 = 4rW
A;

(3.2)

and rW is the WignerSeits radius [14, 15℄ for the bulk
liquid. Cluster fragmentation pro eeds a ording to the
s heme

Mn ! Mn

k

+ Mk ;

(3.3)

where M is a metalli atom. In the limit ase n  k ,
the expended energy E in this pro ess is equal to



Enk = E"b (n)

= Ak2=3 1 32

Eb (n k) Eb (k) =

 k  1 =3 #
n

 Ak2=3 ; k  n:

(3.4)

This is the expansion of the expended luster energy at
zero temperature over a small parameter k=n 1=3 . As
an be seen, the fragmentation of a liquid luster is not
favorable energeti ally.
We now analyze thermodynami equilibrium with
respe t to fragmentation at a nite temperature T for a
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liquid luster lo ated on a surfa e. We use the Saha formula for lusters parti ipating in pro ess (3.3). Redu ing the Saha formula [16℄ to the ase where lusters are
lo ated on a planar surfa e, i. e., to a two-dimensional
spa e, we have

Nn k Nk
Nn

5 5 10

4 10

ÆÝÒÔ,

 E 
nk
=
= S (n; k) exp
T
 Ak2=3 

= S (n; k) exp

T

;

(3.5)



where Enk is given by formula (3.4), T is the temperature expressed in energy units, Np is the number
density of lusters onsisting of p atoms, and the preexponent S in the two-dimensional ase S v k . As
follows from this formula, in the ase k  under onsideration, relation (3.5) leads to a small probability of
fragmentation when lusters o upy a large part of the
surfa e. This formula testies to a low probability of
the fragmentation of deposited liquid lusters lo ated
on a surfa e as long as the spe i surfa e energy A
is small. Hen e, this pro ess is possible only near the
riti al point if the spe i surfa e energy A be omes
very small.
We estimate the onditions of the above experiment
when silver lusters are deposited onto a sili on substratum. At the melting point, A
: eV for silver [13, 17℄, and at the temperature 1073 K, A=T 
under the assumption that the riti al temperature is
higher than this one. It follows that the fragmentation observed in the above experiment and represented
in Fig. 2 is impossible far from the riti al point. We
note that riti al parameters of bulk silver orresponds
to a high riti al temperature (about 7000 K) and pressure ( :  8 Pa) [18℄. These parameters orrespond
to the onditions under whi h the dieren e between
the liquid and gaseous states of bulk atomi systems
disappears. Then the surfa e tension on the liquid surfa e be omes zero. A de rease in the surfa e energy of
small lusters at temperatures of the order of 1100 K
has a dierent nature. Thus, in the framework of the
model of a free liquid drop for surfa e silver lusters, we
obtain that these lusters are stable under the onditions of the experiment (and the luster fragmentation
is then absent).

1

= 20

22

4 5 10

( )

4. MODEL FOR A LIQUID CLUSTER
LOCATED ON A PLANAR SURFACE

In analyzing thermodynami s of liquid lusters, we
assume in formula (3.1) that the luster is modeled by
592
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eration. The round drop radius is R rW n1=3 , where
rW is the WignerSeits radius, and the gravitational
potential energy in this ase is

Droplet

R

Ug = MgR = Bn4=3 ; B = m0 grW ;
and the riterion of the smallness of the drop weight
ompared to its surfa e energy is

Plane

Fig. 3. Parameters of a nanosize liquid drop lo ated on
a surfa e; 1 and 2 are the surfa e tensions for the
liquid and on the interfa e

a spheri al parti le. In reality, a liquid luster is fastened to a surfa e, and the intera tion between it and
the surfa e at the interfa e is important both for the
luster shape and for the energy luster parameters. As
a result of this intera tion, the luster loses its spheri al shape. Intera tion of a liquid drop with a solid
surfa e has been studied from various standpoints [19
23℄, in luding mi rosize and nanosize liquid drops on
a solid surfa e [24℄ and using various liquid and solid
types [2528℄.
We use a simple model for the analysis of the behavior of a deposited liquid luster with the intera tion
of luster atoms on a free surfa e and on the interfa e
taken into a ount. A s hemati form of this drop is
given in Fig. 3, where is the onta t angle [29℄, whi h
is a hara teristi of the wettability for this system. We
onsider a simplied version of a general method for inompressible liquid, where we ignore the gasliquid and
gassolid intera tion, negle t the drop weight, and assume the solid surfa e to be uniform. Then the behavior of an in ompressible liquid drop lo ated on a surfa e
is des ribed by two parameters, the surfa e tension 1
of this liquid and the surfa e tension 2 due to the solid
interfa e. Considering the ase of a nonwetting drop,
we take 2  1 , whi h orresponds to the onta t angle = < <  .
We now verify that the gravitation for e an be ignored in this model. For estimation, we take a round
drop onsisting of n atoms, whose surfa e energy is
An2=3 a ording to formula (3.1). We then ompare
this energy with the drop weight Ug
MgR, where
M m0 n is the drop mass, m0 is the mass of an individual atom, and g
m/s2 is the free-fall a el-

2

=

12
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=

= 980

n

 A 3=2
B

:

(4.1)

We apply riterion (4.1) to a silver liquid drop.
We have the following parameters of the liquid silver
drop [13℄:

m0 = 1:8  10

22

g;

"0 = 2:87 eV;

A = 2:0 eV; rW = 1:66 Å:
This gives B = 1:8  10 15 eV, and riterion (4.1) is satised for R  1 mm. Be ause we deal with drop sizes

below 100 nm, this riterion is satised, and gravitation
for es may be ignored.
In the framework of this model, given in Fig. 3, we
express the total drop energy E at zero temperature
not in the form that follows from formula (3.1) but as

E = "0n + S1 1 + S2 (1 2 ) =
= "0n + Esur ; Esur = S1 1 + S2(1

2 );

(4.2)

where "0 is the binding energy per atom, S1 is the area
of the free drop surfa e, S2 is the area of the interfa e
surfa e, 1 is the liquid surfa e tension, and 2 is the
surfa e tension of the interfa e orresponding to attra tion of drop mole ules to the surfa e. We note that in
the limit ases, we have the onta t angle
 at
z 2 =1
, whi h orresponds to a drop lo ated
in a va uum, and
= at z
when a drop is
transformed into a semi-drop.
Evidently, the minimization of energy (4.2) as a
fun tion of the wetting angle gives the relation between this angle and the ratio of the surfa e tensions
z 2 =1 . This relation may be obtained in a simpler
way from the equality of for es a ting on the drop edge.
Su h a relation is the Young equation [30, 31℄, whi h
in the onditions of Fig. 3 has the form

=

=

=0

= 2

=1

=

z

2
1

= 1 + os

:

(4.3)

In omparison with the Young equation [30, 31℄, we
here negle t the intera tion of the liquid drop and solid
surfa es with the surrounding gas. Equation (4.3)
leads to the spheri al drop shape
 if the drop

=
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=0

=
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is lo ated in a va uum, i. e., z
. In the ase 1 2
(z
), we obtain a semi-drop (
= ). It is lear
that in the limit 1  2 , we have
, i. e., the drop
is onverted into a planar lm. But we now restri t
ourself to the nonwetting ase 1  2 .
We give the relations for the parameters of a surfa e
drop in Fig. 3 that is onverted from a spheri al drop
of a radius R0 . Be ause the drop ontains an in ompressible liquid, its volume V
R03 = is onserved
under the above transformation, and its radius at a
given angle between the surfa e and the drop edge is
equal


1 00

2 2 =3 R 0
(1 os )2=3 (2 + os )1=3 =
2 =3
= x2=32(3 Rx0)1=3 ; (4.4)
where x = 1
os . The areas of the free drop surfa e

0 80

=1

= 2
=0

=4

0 95
:

0 90
:

3

0 85
:

:

7 =3
2
os ) = x1=23 (3 Rx0)2=3 ;

24=3R2 (2 x)
S2 = R2 sin2 = 1=3 0 2=3
x (3 x)

(4.5)

:

06
:

08

:

h=R

à
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Fig. 5.
The redu ed parameters of a nanosize liquid
drop lo ated on a surfa e as a fun tion of z = 2 =1 :
h=R (a) and S2 =S1 (b)

z

and is shown in Fig. 5. We note that similarly to
measurement of the drop distribution over the drop diameter, whi h is given in Fig. 2 and is obtained with
a s anning ele tron mi ros ope, the distribution over
drop heights may be determined with atomi for e miros ope. Based on su h measurements, the parameter

10

:

2:0
1:8

=

= 1 2 os = 2

04

energy for a drop lo ated on a plane to the energy in
the ase where this drop is lo ated in a va uum, as a
fun tion of the ratio z = 2 =1

( )

h
R

:

The fun tion (xmin ; z ) = (z ) in (4.6) with
xmin leads to the optimal value of wetting angle at a
given ratio z = 2 =1 . This is the ratio of the surfa e

Figure 4 gives the dependen es x; z at some values
z < for a nonwetting liquid.
Figure 5 ontains some parameters of a nonwetting
drop on a planar surfa e under optimal onditions as a
fun tion of the parameter z 2 =1 . Spe i ally, the
onta t angle is dened in Fig. 3. The ratio of the
height of the drop top h to the drop radius R is given
by

1

02

Fig. 4.

For the total drop energy determined by formula (4.2),
this gives

Esur = 4R02 1 (x; z ); x = 1 os ;
4 x z(x 2) :

z = 2 ; (x; z ) = 1=3
1
x (6 2x)2=3

0

z

and the boundary surfa e with the planar surfa e
are given by

S1 = 2R2(1

137, âûï. 3, 2010

:

R=

S1
S2

òîì

=

z 2 =1 an be determined. Next, Fig. 5 shows the
dependen e on the relative surfa e tension of the drop
z 2 =1 for the ratio S1 =S2 of the area of a free drop
surfa e S1 to the interfa e area S2 .

=
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We now return to the estimation of the stability
of a nanosize liquid silver luster deposited onto a sili on surfa e with respe t to its fragmentation. Modeling this luster by a spheri al drop, we use Saha formula (3.5) to nd the value of its exponent; it is very
small be ause the exponent Ak 2=3 =T in this formula is
large. If we use this drop model with the intera tion
between the luster and the substrate taken into a ount, the value of the parameter A=T de reases, but
a ording to the data in Fig. 4, this de rease does not
ex eed 20 % for a nonwetting drop. This means that
the fa tor A=T in Saha formula (3.5) remains large for
a nonwetting drop, i. e., luster fragmentation is absent
far from the riti al point.

4R021 00(x; z) 2  T n2=3:
Introdu ing the spe i surfa e energy A in a ordan e
with the relation An2=3
R021 , where n is the total
number of drop atoms, and assuming 00 x; z  , we
nd that the a typi al amplitude of drop os illations is

=4

Tn
 AT :
 2  An
2 =3
2 =3

Taking the mass of a separated part to be given by

M  M n = M

!

M

;

where M is the drop mass and E 00 is the se ond derivative of drop energy (4.2) with respe t to the angle
(Fig. 3), and we assume the mass dieren e for a stati
and os illating drop with respe t to its shape to be
M  M 2 . We note that the total drop mass is
onserved in the ourse of its os illations, and we let
M denote its part lo ated over the drop boundary.
Assuming the drop separation into parts during its
os illations to be onne ted with this extra part that
slides over the stable drop surfa e, we an estimate the
size of drops that an be separated from the stable
drop. Indeed, drop os illations are determined by thermal u tuations, and the energy of these u tuations
is of the order of T (the drop temperature expressed
in energy units). It follows from (4.4) that the typi al
amplitude of os illations is given by





;

n  AT n:

PLANAR SURFACE

r 00
E

2

we obtain the number of atoms in the separated drop
as

5. OSCILLATIONS OF A LIQUID DROP ON A

We assume that the energy parameters of a liquid
luster allow it to form free fragments, i. e., allow proess (3.3) to be thermodynami ally protable. Even
in this ase, luster fragmentation may be problemati be ause it pro eeds by fragmentation of a harged
drop into two drops of similar sizes (the Rayleigh problem) [32℄. On the other hand, luster fragmentation
with the formation of small fragments is possible even
under onditions when it is not protable, but results
from dynami pro esses due to u tuations. Therefore, we ontinue the analysis of the above model of a
deposited liquid drop onsidering its os illations.
Evidently, a typi al frequen y of a drop represented
in Fig. 3 is given by

( ) 1

We note that along with symmetri vibrations when
the round shape of the drop interfa e is onserved, there
are nonsymmetri os illations when the enter of mass
for the interfa e is shifted. This may lead to the formation of fragments and also to rolling of the liquid drop
over the surfa e. Thus, u tuations in the droplet vibration may lead to separation of small drop fragments
from the drop and displa ements or diusion of this
drop over the surfa e as a result of u tuations.
We now apply the above estimations to experimental data for silver drops of size R0 
nm (n   6 )
lo ated on a sili on surfa e. Taking the temperature
T  : eV and the spe i surfa e energy A : eV,
we then obtain n   5 (r0 
nm). It is a
rough estimate, whi h ree ts only the nature of the
phenomenon under onsideration. This estimate shows
that fragmentation of a deposited liquid luster under
the experimental onditions may result from u tuations in luster os illations, i. e., this fragmentation develops in the dynami al pro ess under unequilibrium
onditions. This means that small luster debris leave
the luster surfa e and atta h to a surfa e where they
form small lusters.
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6. PECULIARITIES OF FRAGMENTATION OF
A DROP ON A PLANE SURFACE

A ording to the experimental data, we observe the
fragmentation of a deposited liquid silver lusters at
temperatures that are almost an order of magnitude
below the riti al temperature of bulk silver. Under the
experimental onditions, the mass of the formed luster fragments ex eeds the mass of evaporated atoms by
595
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almost an order of magnitude, and therefore we an ignore luster evaporation in the analysis of the fragmentation pro ess. We have analyzed the behavior of the
deposited liquid luster from various standpoints, and
summarize the results of this analysis now. We have
two possibilities of luster fragmentation. The rst orresponds to thermodynami equilibrium between the
deposited luster and the fragments, and the se ond
possibility is realized under an unequilibrium pro ess
and may be a stage for transition to a new equilibrium.
Based on experimental onditions and thermodynami equilibrium of a deposited liquid luster with
its fragments, we see that Saha formula (3.5) prohibits
fragmentation pro ess (3.3) far from the riti al point.
The luster temperature 1073 K at whi h the luster
fragmentation is observed and the riti al temperature
approximately equal to 7000 K for bulk silver dier signi antly. Nevertheless, we an retain the possibility
of a strong de rease in the luster riti al temperature
ompared to the bulk riti al temperature. Indeed, beause of an enhan ed role of surfa e properties in the
luster in omparison with the orresponding ma ros opi system of bound atoms, all the luster phenomena are observed at lower temperatures. The melting
point for lusters is lower than that for bulk atomi systems [3337℄, and this is true for small diele tri [38℄
and metal lusters [39℄. But this de rease in the luster melting point temperature is usually restri ted by
a fa tor of two.
Nevertheless, we an expe t that a de rease in the
luster riti al temperature ompared to the riti al
temperature of this ma ros opi system is stronger
than that for the melting point. Indeed, at the riti al point, the dieren e between the liquid and the
gas disappears [4042℄, i. e., the number of bonds between neighboring atoms be omes equal in both phases.
In the ase of a bulk system, the transition between
the liquid and the gas pro eeds throughout the bulk of
liquid, while for lusters, this transition primarily relates to the luster surfa e. Computer simulation of liquid LennardJones lusters [43, 44℄ exhibits formation
on the luster surfa e groups of several weakly bound
atoms, and atoms of these groups are bound weakly
with the luster surfa e. This means that these atom
groups may leave the luster surfa e and take part in
the subsequent formation of surfa e fragments.
Possibly, the omputer simulation of hot liquid lusters in [43, 44℄ also exhibits the dierent hara ter of
surfa e pro esses for small and ma ros opi atomi systems. We observe the dieren e in various luster proesses and phenomena [ ; 48℄ ompared to those
for ma ros opi atomi systems. In parti ular, melting
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of bulk systems pro eeds in a stepwise manner, while
the phase oexisten e o urs in luster melting near
the melting point [49, 50℄. We an also expe t a dieren e in riti al phenomena for small and ma ros opi
atomi systems. Indeed, in the framework of lassial thermodynami s [51, 52℄, we onsider the boundary
between the liquid and gaseous phases to be ompa t,
for example, onsisting of a single atomi layer. The
ondition for the equilibrium between these phases is
that the hemi al potential of the gas and liquid are
equal; then the rates of atom evaporation transitions
from the liquid surfa e and of atom ondensation from
the gas to the liquid surfa e equalize. In this analysis,
we assume that the liquid surfa e is ompa t, and u tuations involving groups of a small number of atoms
may o ur. These u tuations an lead to formation
of small fragments, whi h is espe ially important for
lusters. We an therefore expe t a strong de rease in
the luster riti al temperature, although this question
remains open.
Another hannel of fragment formation orresponds
to unequilibrium onditions and an be regarded as a
dynami al pro ess. In this ase, the deposited liquid
lusters and fragments are an intermediate state of the
nu leation pro ess similarly to how lusters are an intermediate stage of transition from a gaseous phase to a
ondensed phase when this ondensed phase is thermodynami ally protable [53℄. We onsider an ensemble
of deposited liquid lusters lo ated on a plane surfa e
when they o upy a small part of this surfa e. If the
formation of one large deposited luster is thermodynami ally protable a ording to the Saha formula and
displa ement of individual deposited lusters along the
surfa e is hampered, the luster growth pro eeds via
Ostwald ripening [54℄, as a result of evaporation of some
atoms from the luster surfa e and their subsequent atta hment to large lusters predominantly, as it o urs
for island growth on the surfa e [55, 56℄. This is a oales en e pro ess [57℄, and we an expe t that along
with individual atoms, it in ludes small fragments that
an join on the surfa e. This follows from the stru ture of the luster surfa e that ontains groups of a
small number of weakly bound atoms. Unfortunately,
the a ura y of experimental results does not allow us
to as ertain the possibility of this me hanism of luster
fragmentation.

7. CONCLUSION

We experimentally observe the fragmentation of deposited liquid lusters, and this pro ess of luster de ay
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is stronger than atom evaporation from the luster surfa e under experimental onditions. This phenomenon
ontradi ts the thermodynami s of ma ros opi systems, a ording to whi h the surfa e of liquid lusters is ompa t. We have onsidered some theoreti al
approa hes to the nature of this phenomenon, but
the restri ted experimental information does not allow denitely hoosing an appropriate me hanism of
this phenomenon. Nevertheless, the above theoreti al
analysis allows us to outline the way to understanding
the nature of the luster fragmentation phenomenon.
Namely, simultaneous measurement of the size distributions of deposited lusters, given in Fig. 2 and made
with a s anning ele tron mi ros ope, and the height
distribution for deposited lusters with an atomi for e
mi ros ope gives the dependen e of the onta t angle
for deposited drops on the temperature and the exposition time. Simultaneously, su h measurements give the
portion of forming lusters as a result of fragmentation
as a fun tion of these parameters. From this, one an
derive the nature of the fragmentation phenomenon
and its details that will shed light on the dierent behavior of small luster and ma ros opi parti les in
surfa e pro esses.
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